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Transpersonal Breathworkis a powerful technique for self-discovery that has
been developed by Lenny and Elizabeth Gibson through the lineage of Stanislav
and Christina Grof's, Holotropic Breathwork. Transpersonal Breathwork opens a
path to deep personal exploration through a synergy of five simple elements:
group process, intensified breathing, evocative music, focused bodywork, and
expressive drawing. The process fosters profound awareness of material ranging
from incidents in our personal history to events in the cosmos. This awareness
brings deeper understanding of ourselves, our relation to others, and even
existence in the universe. This helps us gain increased comfort in daily life and a
spiritual intelligence that fosters calmness and optimism amidst the difficulties of
the world. 
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Five Components of Breathwork 

Intensified Breathing: Deep circular breaths with minimal pause in between
the inhale and exhale. Breathe deep into the belly. There is no right or wrong
way to breathe. Follow your body. 
Evocative Music: Music is a crucial aspect of breathwork sessions to help guide
the experience. Music can bring out different emotions. 
Focused Bodywork: Physical and emotional energy can become stuck in the
body. Bodywork is a technique that helps to move and alleviate any physical
symptoms. 
Expressive Drawing: At the end of the session, art is encouraged to help
integrate your experience. 
Group Process: Breathwork is typically done in a group setting. The group
creates a safe container for participants to feel safe and supported during the
session. 



HISTORY OF 
BREATHWORK

Breathwork has played an important role in many cultures throughout history. In
fact, many languages have words that describe the physical breath and spirit or
soul of a person interchangeably. The Latin word spiritus was used to describe the
physical intake of air (breath), but also translates to spirit/soul. The Greek word
pneuma translates to air/breath, and was used interchangeably for spirit or life
energy. The Greeks believed that the breath was connected to the mind and that
both the spirit and mind were closely related to each other. The Sanskrit word
prana, which also embodies the spirit and breath connection, means both the
physical air and breath and also means the sacred essence of life in Hindu
philosophy. 

The alteration of breathing patterns has been widely known to foster profound
changes in human consciousness. Changes in consciousness can occur when
holding the breath for a period of time, when using many deep or shallow
breaths, and utilizing fast paced breaths similar to hyperventilation. Many
different methods are used in various cultures. Some are highly sophisticated,
such as pranayama breathing in the Indian tradition of yoga. Pranayama
breathwork is used for increasing prana or life energy, which aids in awakening
and healing the body and mind. Similar techniques of breathwork can be found
within practices of Kundalini yoga, Sufi practices, Buddhist meditation, Taoist
meditations, Siddha Yoga, and Tibetan Vajrayana. 

The re-emergence of breathwork in Western culture began during the 1960s with
Leonard Orr, who discovered a rebirthing breathwork while sitting in a hot tub
experimenting with breathing patterns. By so doing he provoked a powerful
experience that made him believe he had relived part of his birth. 
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The psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich also researched breathwork. Reich developed a
therapy called “character analysis vegetotherapy,” which consisted of using deep
circular breathing to explore emotions. Reich’s work inspired many in the fields of
psychology and psychiatry, who saw breathwork as a way to explore the psyche
and access repressed memories and emotions. A student of Reich, Alexander
Lowen, developed a technique called “Bioenergetics.” This involved assuming
different body postures and exercises while utilizing deep breathing techniques.
Another major development in Western breathwork was the work of Stan and
Christina Grof, who co-created Holotropic Breathwork. 

History of Holotropic Breathwork 

Holotropic Breathwork was developed in the 1970s by Stanislav and Christina Grof
while Stan was a Scholar-in-Residence at Esalen Institute in Big Sur, California. The
Grofs drew from different breathing techniques in Indian and Tibetan traditions,
as well as the work of Wilhelm Reich and Leonard Orr, among others. After
experimenting with various breathing exercises, the Grofs concluded that a
simplified technique of faster and deeper breathing, while focusing on the inner
process, was sufficient for most people to access a non-ordinary state of
consciousness. One general guideline of Holotropic Breathwork, according to
Grof, is to “trust the intrinsic wisdom of the body and follow the inner clues.”
Trusting the intrinsic wisdom allows one to move towards a direction without
hesitation or doubt. The body knows how to heal and what it needs to heal. After
all, the word holotropic literally means moving towards wholeness. 

During the late 1950s and early 1960s Stan had acquired extensive clinical
experience with administrating the psychoactive substance LSD-25 to individuals
suffering from a variety of mental disorders, when LSD was being studied for its
therapeutic effects and potential healing benefits.  
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This clinical experience with psychedelic psychotherapy also provided the
theoretical foundation for understanding the profound experiences an individual
may have during a Holotropic Breathwork session. According to one of my
teachers, Grof, after his own breathwork sessions, was convinced that Holotropic
Breathwork could be as powerful as a psychedelic experience. 

Cartography of the  Human Psyche 

Two major themes of Grof’s cartography of the human psyche involve the
perinatal and transpersonal domains. Perinatal experiences concern the time
before and during gestation or birth. It is not uncommon for individuals to relive
experiences of birth or traumas during breathwork. Grof believes that the birth
process can play a major role in certain psychopathologies or psychosomatic
disorders. For more information about the variety of experiences of birth trauma,
you can check out a description here. 

Transpersonal experiences are ones that transcend the individual self. These
could include reliving a past life, being connected to or being one with the cosmos
or universe, experiencing the life of an animal, tree, plant, or other life form,
communicating with dead or deceased peoples or with angelic or spiritual beings,
or even experiencing the universe creating itself. 

The third major theme of breathwork experiences involves events in a person’s
biographical history. Often people relive personal traumas or other unresolved
material. In my sessions I typically cycle through old family dynamics and work on
sorting out relationship issues. 
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SHORT BREATHWORK 
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Introduction 

Breathwork can be a powerful tool for self-exploration and healing. There are
many forms of breathwork out there in the world. Many forms are synthesized
from the same roots – ancient wisdom traditions. The type of breathwork that I
have the most exposure to is Holotropic Breathwork. This type of breathwork is
not suggested to be done alone, but rather in a group with trained professionals
supervising. These sessions usually last around three and is usually conducted in a
weekend workshop format. 

Here is a breathing exercise that I do at least once a week to help clear pent-up
energy and emotion in my body. This is a simple breathing exercise and
meditation that helps to relieve stress and tension. This exercise also fosters
relaxation and a meditative state. 

1.      Create a safe and comfortable space. I like to dim the lights and turn on
my salt lamp. Burning incenses or sage is also helpful to cleanse the room/area of
any negative energy. My favorite is Palo Santo! It has such a sweet smell to it. 

2.      Create a playlist. I typically like to create a playlist that ranges from 10-15
minutes. It can be longer if you wish, but it is important to start off short. I usually
pick out music that is suitable for meditation or yoga. I typically use rhythmic
drumming or meditation music.  

Here is an example track on YouTube: 
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Shamanic Journey Meditation: Double Drumming, Native American Flute,
Synthesizer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=168&v=tlYbjZIm43A
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 3.      Find a comfortable position and begin your music playlist. Get your
music all set up before finding a comfortable position. I like to lay on the ground
on my back. You can use a pillow to support your head or use a pillow under your
knees. Use a yoga mat to lay on or you can also use blankets. Once comfortable,
hit play on your music, close your eyes or use something to cover your eyes such
as eye shades, and begin your breathing! 

** It is important to use speakers when playing music. Corded headphones are
not suggested. The volume of the music should be able to fill the room/space but
does not have to be extremely loud.  

4.    Close your eyes and place both of your hands on your sacral chakra or right
below your navel. You can also place your hands on whatever chakra that you like
to, but I typically start by placing my hands below my navel because it helps with
guiding my breath. 

5.      Bring your attention to your breath and inner world. As you close your
eyes and begin to relax into your body, feel the ground support you, and start to
become aware of your breath. Begin to focus your attention on your body and
how your body feels as you bring in each breath 

6.      Focus on deep breathing for 10-15 minutes. As you ease into your body
and listen to the music, begin to practice breathing deeply into your belly. If your
hands are on your sacral chakra, feel your breath enter that charka. Feel your
belly rise and the sacral chakra activating. 

I invite you to inhale deeply and visualize bringing in bright healing energy, holding
in your body for a second or two, exhale and release, visualizing a black smoke
representative of tension, stress, or toxins. This breathwork exercise is to help
clear out any tension in the body. 
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 7.      Let the music guide you. As you continue breathing deeply into your body,
imagine that each breath is bringing in healing energy. If your breathing pattern
changes a little bit, do not stress about it. Let any expectations go and just focus
on the music and your breath. 

8.      Let Go. With each exhale, imagine that you are getting rid of any thoughts or
emotions that your body might be holding onto. Each out breath is a chance to let
go even more. If any feelings arise, breathe into those emotions. For example, if
you feel sad, breathe into the sadness and explore what it feels like. It is ok to
allow yourself to cry. 

9.      Come back to your body. As the music ends, take your time coming back to
your body. As you come back, just pay attention to how you are feeling. Are you
feeling different from before? Do you feel lighter? Did any emotions come up for
you? Just simply observe any noticeable shifts. When you feel like you are back in
your body, slowly open your eyes and sit up. Remember to take it slow! 

10.     Treat yourself! Now it is time to replenish your body, mind, and soul even
more by feeding it something healthy. Indulge with kombucha, a fruit smoothie,
tea or have a small snack such as fruit or a granola bar – something that is
grounding and nourishing.  

Caution! 
Breathwork can produce different physical symptoms for different people. If you
begin to feel a tingling feeling in your body or if you become dizzy, do not be
alarmed, this is normal – simply just slow your breath down and relax. This is
about relaxing, not producing a cathartic experience so experiment in a way that
makes you comfortable. You do not need to try to "make" anything happen during
this exercise. This exercise is about learning how to get in touch with the breath
and body.  
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